Calculation of the mutual impedance between two plane pistons in an infinite plane baffle involves a fourfold integration over the areas of the two pistons. In general, all of these integrations must be done numerically. However, for simple piston shapes, a change of variable can reduce two of the integrations to triviality leaving only two to be computed numerically. Results are presented for half-wavelengthdiameter circular pistons and half-wavelength-dimension square pistons. The poster session as a means of communication at scientific society meetings is described. with emphasis on both strong and weak points. Advice is given presenters and attendees for the most effective use of such sessions.
One trouble is that time passes at different rates for different participants. A half hour seems but a moment to a loquacious enthusiast who monopolizes the presenter while shyer folk, with more to give or more to absorb, move off rather than wait, interrupt, or appear to be eavesdropping.
A half hour is a long time when the presenters are on hand for perhaps one or two hours during the time allotted for their presentation. For the person who is encountering a wealth of eye openers, the time is cruelly short, just as it is cruelly long for the presenter who sits, then stands, and then sits again, trying to look bored in order to hide the humiliation and resentment that he or she feels because attention to the presented work and thought is being stolen by fellow presenters with a flair for showmanship.
I. ATTRACT ATTENTION
Showmanship is not necessarily all bad. Demosthenes never used slides in his talks, nor did the speakers at scientific sessions of the Royal Society when Sir Isaac Newton occupied the chair, but their use became quite respectable at a decent interval after showmen introduced the public to entertainment by magic lantern. Slides should, of course, stay respectable for serious communicators from the platform and earn respect for speakers who in turn respect the people who would dear-
